On an additional page(s), include 2 recipes you prepared that include a minimum of four eggs per recipe. Include photos of the finished recipe. Tell us how your family liked it. To write your recipe correctly:

- Start with the name on top (and where the recipe came from)
- Then list the ingredients (using correct abbreviations for amounts) in the order you use them.
- Include directions that are easy to understand.
- Include the pan size or type you’re using (for example, 9x12” baking dish or 10” non-stick skillet).
- Include the oven temperature (like 350”) or range top temperature (like medium high, low, etc.).
- Include the cooking time (ex., 30 min. in the oven or until thickened or steaming on stove top).
- Include the number of servings the recipe will make. Some people include a type of garnish.